The Burn Doctor
Philip Savage, PhD
The Burn Doctor, Philip Savage, is known worldwide in 58 countries and 50 states of the
USA, for eliminating the pain of burn in minutes and erasing all traces of the burn in
hours. No one else can or has ever done this... taken care of 1600 people from a distance,
whether or not they knew he was helping them, regardless of the severity of the burn.
How does he do it? In his own words, he is the Bio-Matrix Hacker.

The Bio-Matrix Hacker
Many People Ask the Same Question: How does it work? and Who is the FireBurnDoctor?
•

For you, all you do is call or text to 1-818-332-6445 (from anywhere in the world) within
30 minutes of the burn and leave the information OR text ANY photograph of the burn
victim to the same number. That takes about one minute. Then watch and report the
amazing results.

•

For the FBD team, volunteers who monitor the phone 24/7, they call the burn victim (or
whoever left the information) immediately upon receiving the voice or text message.
They confirm the accuracy of the burn victim's information and ask that someone report
back with the results one hour later.

•

For the FireBurnDoctor, as he tries to describe, through a good analogy with the world of
computers, how he manages to generate such bewildering results, he says he would
define himself as "Bio-Matrix Hacker," something that everyone, thanks to the internet, is
now capable of understanding:

"In that 'computer context,' I would define myself as 'Bio-Matrix Hacker' and my technique as
the way to break into the 'Bio-Fields Continuum' (the 'Matrix') that interconnects us all with one
another (and with all living organisms ultimately) like a global 'bio-internet'.... Then, when an
individual computer (a person...) is experiencing troubles, bugs, crashes or an accident (as for
instance with a burn injury), all that I am doing is 'writing' a specific bio-program with
appropriate bio-algorithms to resolve and correct the problem, then 'hack' the bio-matrix to be
capable to upload it. It will be then automatically downloaded to the individual 'computer' (the
person) that has experienced a crisis to fix the specific software conflict or problem."
"Just like in the internet analogy where the information itself is stored everywhere and nowhere
in the same time but, nevertheless can be accessed by each and every individual computer in the
world, all living creatures on earth are interconnected to one another in some sort of a bio-web.
Similarly, all the people's individual consciousness also works in a higher and collective

networking pattern in a form of psycho-web (the 'Psycho-Fields' theory and the 'Jungian
Collective Unconscious' theory in modern science). That is why even simplistic personal
coordinates like 'name, date & place of birth' or a photograph of the burn victim are sufficient
for me to locate the individual computer (the person...) within the 'Bio-Matrix' (the psycho- and
bio-continuum) and immediately 'download' an adequate existing written program to fix the
problem 'locally' through 'non local' methods...."
"In a fireburn injury scenario, my new program will immediately provoke a neuro-bypass that
keeps our brain from sending the wrong message to our defense and immune systems. In a
severe pathology situation, even in case of so-called 'incurable disease,' the whole protocol is
very similar (although infinitely more complex and time consuming) yet reverse: Rather than to
inhibit deleterious self-destructive physiological processes like for burn injuries, I must instead
write a specific new program to release and to engage extremely potent defense and immune
processes and mechanisms which,... were either lethally blocked or not accurately programmed
and calibrated.... When the software is inadequate or corrupted, the computer cannot work.
Likewise, when there is a major conflict with several incompatible softwares, the computer
crashes. Same situation when the 'antivirus' is disconnected or not properly designed...."
"I have never used that 'Computer Model' analogy before to adequately describe my actual line
of work. I had previously to resort to highly complex models of BioCybernetics (Geosomatics,
Bio-Continuum, Non-Local Events in physics and Quantum Mechanics, etc.) which very few
people could ever understand. But now, thanks to worldwide computer awareness where people
all over the planet are getting familiar with ideas like world wide web, computer programs and...
computer problems, it has finally become possible for me to explain in a clear, understandable
way what are the exact processes at play in my own scientific field."

